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New Practical Model for Endurance Degradation Analysis of Ferroelectric Capacitors
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Abstract
We have investigated the endurance degradation of SrBi,Ta"O. (SBT) and PbZrTiO. (PZT) ferroelectric
capacitors. W-e fou-nd that SBT and, PZT
tt"uJ-"fiit'ur",i"e.;a;i"" 6"i"-;-":Ja1-6rdine to
loe-riiifit
"ipacito""
normal distribution analysis. This behavioi
can be explained ty ofii proposea iii"ptJ."p*it"i'
wmcn rs comprr:qed or parallel connected rmagr.nary capacitors. Polarization degradation is also found to be
strongly. dependent on the electric freltl log-normal plots and electric field icceleration can enable very
fast prediction of endurance limit

Introduction
Nonvolatile ferroelectric random access memorv
(FeRAM.has can po-tentially r_eplace other memory
devices because -of its higtr- speed read/write
gappbility -.and low voltage operation[1-B].
Endurance limit o_r_fatigue [a-Z]-is onebf the biggedt
concerns in FeRAM production- However, methb? of
enduranqg degradation analysis has' not been
necessarily established yet. fhe purpose of this
pqper is to investigate the endurahce of SBT and
PZT_ capacitors and to propose a new practical
method of capacitor .degrad-ation analysis using
slmpre capacrtor model.
1.

2. Experimental Procedure

SBT and PZT frlms were deposited on pt(200
nm)/Ti(3O nm)/SiO2/Si substrates usins mbhl
organic. deco_mposition MOD) and sputtering,
respectively. Upper electrode of Pt was made bl
sputtering through a metal mask. SBT films wer-e
dried at 300'C and annealed at ZB0 "C in Oo
ambient (RTA) and at 800"C in a furn ace. pZT frIms
were annealed at 650'C in Oo ambient GTA). The
electrode area was 7.8bx10-3 cfrrz. The thiiknesses of
the SBT and PZT films were 800 nm and 18b nm,
respectively. I-r the polarization measurement, B-10
V bi-polar pulses wilh a 1 ps width were applied to
the capacitors.

3. Resultg and Discussion

Figures 1 and

2 show the relation between
in the switching-Qsw
charge (esw) and
switching cycles, where _
i"s dennea uJ
I*(changes in switchi lg polarization charge)changes

ofeach pulse voltage

We have investigated polarization changes with
applying bi-polar pulses on ferroelectric capacitors.
Our method of capacitor degradation analysis using
simple. capacitor model is effective ior rapid
prediction of the endurance limit on ltre
ferroelectric capacitors.
We thank Mr. H. Noshiro and Dr. S. Otani for
preparing PZT capacitor samples and Dr. A.

P^(changes in non-switching polarization char[e).
In these figures, the Qsw^of each applied voltag6 is
normalized as maximum Qsw is unity. esw appears
to increase in the _early switching cycles and'then
decrease after reaching a maximu-m value.
Figgle S rshows log-narmal plots of the decreasing
^
The. de_creasing Qsw
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may be no discrepancy between this degradation
model and other fatigue models such as domain
watl pinning(DwP)[8], since the non-switching
region in the ferroelectric films induced by DWP
can be re_garded as a failed imaginary capa-citor in
our model.
The electric field dependency of the specifrc
gyitchlng llfetimes (N(50%)) is shown in figure b.
N(50%) is the number of switching cycles when Qsw
decreased to half of the maximum vilue. N(bO%)-for
pBT capacitors was predicted by extrapolating'the
log-norm?L distribution lines. The N(50%) clearly
g.llorys ItE dependen!y[2,_3],
-forCapacitor fatiguin!
lifetimes can be predicted
a very short"fim6
using electric field acceleration.
is the log-normal plot of the increasing
^ Figu-re-6
.QrW of thg_qarly switching cycle. Increasing Qs#
both in SBT and PZT capacitors also cln - be
approximated with log-normal distribution, which
i,s probably associated with "poling" of the 90"
domain. An increas_e of Qsw coriesponds to an
increase in the number of imaginary -capacitors in
our model.

Fukuroda for measuring capacitor fatigue.
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Fig.

2. Changes in normalized switching polarization

(Qsw) of aPZT capacitor as a function of applied
pulse voltage. Definition of Qsw is described in text.
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Fig. 1. Changes in normalized switching
polarization (Qsw) of an SBT capacitor as a
function of applied pulse voltage. Definition of Qsw
is described in text.
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Fig. 4. Actual ferroelectric capacitor (left hand side)
and a model capacitor (right hand side). The model
capacitor is comprised of imaginary parallel connected
capacitors.

Fig. 3. Log-normal plot of decreasing Qsw. Solid
lines and broken lines are obtained by optimal fitting
of data on an SBT capacitor and on a PZT

capacitor.
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Fig. 5. Electric field strength dependency of the
specific switching lifetime (N(50%)). N(50"/") is the
number of switching times when Qsw decreased to
half of the maximum value. Ec is coercive electric

6.

Log-normal plot of increasing Qsw. Solid lines
and broken lines are obtained by optimal fitting of data
on an SBT capacitor and on a PZf capacitor.
Fig.
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